
Industry-first Unified PAM
         Purpose-built for MSPs

O�er PAM-as-a-Service across diverse client
environments with complete operational flexibility.

Uni�ed privileged
access governance

Scalable multi-tenant 
architecture

Complete operational 
�exibility

One package to manage privileged access for multiple clients

Securden
Unified PAM  MSP Edition



Unified
Password Management Just-in-time Remote Access

Privileged Session Recording Endpoint Privilege Management

Discover and consolidate all types of privileged 
identities under one roof. Create and enforce 
password policies. Automate periodic password 
resets on client networks.

PAM-as-a-Service

Provide PAM as a service and reduce 
infrastructure costs for your clients. Capitalize on 
the fully outsourced or co-managed IT model to 
generate recurring revenue streams.

Administrative Flexibility

Gain flexibility to manage various MSP deployment 
models. Govern client access holistically from a 
single instance or o�er PAM as a service to clients. 

Launch RDP, SSH, and SQL connections to remote 
assets within your native network and assets in the 
client network. Implement approval workflows and 
provide access without revealing the credentials. 

Monitor live sessions to assist end-users and 
terminate the connection if required. Record 
sessions along with the corresponding keystroke 
activities for forensic analysis.

Eliminate local admin rights on endpoints across MSP 
and client environments. Allow MSP technicians and 
client-side IT teams to only operate with standard 
user privileges.

Purpose-built for MSPs

Scalable Multi-tenant Architecture

Manage privileged access for tens of hundreds of 
clients from a single instance. Achieve centralized 
controls with well-defined access restrictions.

Diverse Infrastructure Support 

Stay agile with the ability to manage privileged 
access for on-prem, multi-cloud, and hybrid IT set 
ups, both in the client and MSP 
environments.

Personalized Demo
Do you want to see if Securden satisfies your requirements? 
Leave your contact information and a Securden technical expert 
will schedule a personalized online demo for you.
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